English Taught Programs at Leipzig University

Undergraduate programs:

American Studies: [http://americanstudies.uni-leipzig.de/curriculum/degree_programs](http://americanstudies.uni-leipzig.de/curriculum/degree_programs)

- An interdisciplinary study program with emphasis on history, society, politics, literature, regionally focused on North America, but dealing with global processes and approaches as well

British Studies: [http://anglistik.philol.uni-leipzig.de/de/startseite](http://anglistik.philol.uni-leipzig.de/de/startseite)

- Classical British Studies program with emphasis on culture and literature, but including history and politics of the British Islands as well, courses taught in English, but information given only in German

International Physics Study Program:
[http://www.uni-leipzig.de/~physik/bachelor-physik-ipsp.html](http://www.uni-leipzig.de/~physik/bachelor-physik-ipsp.html)

Graduate programs:

African Studies (partly taught in English):

American studies: [http://americanstudies.uni-leipzig.de/curriculum/degree_programs](http://americanstudies.uni-leipzig.de/curriculum/degree_programs)

Anthropology:

British studies: [http://anglistik.philol.uni-leipzig.de/de/startseite](http://anglistik.philol.uni-leipzig.de/de/startseite)


Economics (partly taught in English):
[https://www.wifa.uni-leipzig.de/en/vwl/curriculum.html](https://www.wifa.uni-leipzig.de/en/vwl/curriculum.html)

Study program with some interdisciplinary approach

Early Childhood Research:
[https://www.lfe.uni-leipzig.de/en/study/msc-early-childhood-research-2/](https://www.lfe.uni-leipzig.de/en/study/msc-early-childhood-research-2/)

European Studies: [http://gesi.sozphil.uni-leipzig.de/masters/europeanstudies/](http://gesi.sozphil.uni-leipzig.de/masters/europeanstudies/)

- inter-disciplinary programme with contributions from five different departments and more than 15 disciplines, covering not only all of the humanities and social sciences, but also geography, law and economics. International degree seeking student cohort

Global Mass Communication:

International Physics Study Program:
[http://www.uni-leipzig.de/~physik/bachelor-physik-ipsp.html](http://www.uni-leipzig.de/~physik/bachelor-physik-ipsp.html)

Linguistics:
[https://linguistik.philol.uni-leipzig.de/en/study/programs/master-of-arts/#c27124](https://linguistik.philol.uni-leipzig.de/en/study/programs/master-of-arts/#c27124)

All programs are open to Exchange students. There are some programs at the University of Leipzig where single courses are offered in English but this depends on the semester course list which will be decided only several weeks prior to the semester start. Advanced undergraduate students are eligible to take graduate courses within an exchange period.